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1. How is the Principal of Unity of Command useful Management? Explain 

briefly. 

2. Define scientific management. State any three of its principles. 

3. Explain any four point regarding signification of Principles of management. 

4. Explain the Principles of scientific management given Taylor. 

5. Discuss the differences between the contribution of Taylor and Fayol. 

6. Define management. 

7. Why is management considered a multi- faceted concept? 

8. Discuss the basic Features of management as a profession 

9.”A successful enterprise has to achieve its goals effectively and 

efficiently.”Explain. 

10.What do you understand by business environment? 

11. Mention the various dimension of business environment. 

12. Briefly discuss the impact of government policy changes on business and 

industry. 

13. How would you characterize business environment ?Explain with example 

the different between general and specific environment. 

14.  How would you argue that the the success of a business enterprise is 

significantly influenced by its environment? 

15 Management is a series of continuous interrelated functions comment. 
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(A) THEORY PART 

 

1. Define Partnership firm? What is the provision of the Partnership Act, in the absence of 

Partnership deed? 

2. What is the Characteristics of Partnership? 

3. Mention differences between the following :- 

(A) Fixed Capital & Fluctuating Capital. 

(B) Partnerships & LLPs. 

(C)  Partner’s Current Accounts & Capital Accounts. 

4. Define Sacrificing Ratio & Gaining Ration. 

5. Define goodwill? Give any three features & factor of goodwill. 

6. Show the accounting entries of goodwill, Reserve. 

7. Define Revaluation account? 

8. What are the different methods of calculation of goodwill? 

 

 

(B) PRACTICAL PART 

 

           Accounting For Partnership Firms – Fundamentals 

           (a)  Fluctuating Capitals: - Question No. 5A , 5B ,8 

           (b)  Fixed Capitals: - Question No. 10, 11A, 15, 18 

           (c)  Interest On Drawings: - Question No.  21A, 24, 29, 30, 31  

           (d)  Interest On Capital: - Question No.  34, 36, 37 

           (e)  Adjustment in the Closed Accounts: - Question No.  38A, 38B, 41, 43,  

                                                                                                                     45B, 46, 56A, 56B 

           (f)  Guarantee Of Minimum Share Of profit: - Question No.  62A, 66, 68, 71 

           (g)  Missing Figures (Page No. 1.136):- Problem No. 1, 2, 4,6 

 

          Change in Profit Sharing Ratio among the Existing Partners 

 

 Question No. – 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 17, 23, 24, 25, 30, 33 
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Q 1. Calculate Moc and draw PPC. 

 

    Production Possibilities Cotton (in lakh quintals) Rice (in lakh quintals) 

  A    0    16 

  B    1    15 

  C    2    13 

  D    3    10 

  E    4    6 

  F    5    0 

 

Q 2. The state govt. has sanctioned a certain amount to increase production in rural areas.  

 which technique of production will you suggest to the state goverment for this project ? 

Q 3. Draw a PPC to represent the following on it:  

 (i) Underemployment of resources. 

 (ii) Growth of Resources. 

 (iii) Fuller utilisation of resources. 

Q 4. What is scarcity ? Explain any two central economic problem. 

Q 5. Explain MOC/MRT with numercial example. 

Q 6. Write short notes on :- 

 (i) Micro Economics. (ii) Macro Economics. (iii) Positive Economics.(iv) 

Normative   Economics. 

Q 7. What is utility. what is the difference between cardinal of ordinal utility. 

Q 8. Explain Law of DMU with shedule, Assumption, Exception, Graph. 

Q 9. There is increase in demand for electricity. what causes it ? Explain diagrammatically. If 

its   supply can’t increase due to lack of resources, explain briefly how in two ways 

demand for   electricity can be decreased ?. 

Q 10. A good is inferior good for one and at the same time, normal good for another consumer.  

 Do you agree? Explain. 

Q 11. Whay is the demand curve of a commodity negatively sloped ? Explain. 

Q 12. Government introduces a new tax on production of cigarettes causing like in their prices.  

 what impactit will have on different sets of cousumers? what is the rationable behind  

 imposition of tex by the government? 

Q 13. Explain different types of price elasticity of demand?  

Q 14. Explain any two methods of measuring elasticity of demand. 

Q 15. A consumer buys 80 units of a good  at a price of Rs 4/unit when price falls he buys 100  

 units. It P.eD is (-1), find our new price. 

Q 16. How is price elasticity of demand affected by :- 

 (i) Number of substitutes available for the good  (ii) Nature of the good? (iii) Cousumer  

 habits (iv) Different uses of the commodity. 

Q 17. Explain any four determinants of supply. 

Q 18. Differentiate between  

 (a) fixed cost and variable cost  

 (b) Expansion of supply and increase in supply. 
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WRITING SECTION 

1. Indian Dental Association needs a poster on Healthy Oral Hygiene through Regular 

Brushing . Draft a suitable poster. 

2. Lack of job opportunities in the rural areas is forcing people to migrate to cities. Every 

big city thus has a number of slums in it. Life in these slums is miserable. Write a letter 

in 120-150 words to the Editor of a national newspaper on how we can improve the 

living conditions in these slums. You are Karuna, M-114, Mall Road, Delhi. 

LITERATURE SECTION 

3. Read the extracts given below and answer the question that follow 

Familiar ache, my childhood fear, 

But all I said was see you soon, Amma 

All I did was s ile a d s ile a d s ile… 

 

(i) What does the phrase familiar ache mean? 

(ii) What was the poet s childhood fear? 

(iii) What do the first two lines tell us about the poet s feeling for her 

mother? 

(iv) What does the repeated use of the word smile  mean? 

 

 

 

I saw my mother, 

Beside me, 

Doze, open mouthed, her face 

Ashen like that 

Of a corpse and realized with 

Pai … 

(i) Who is I ? 

(ii) What did I  realize with pain? 

(iii) Why was the realization painful? 

(iv) Identify and name the figure of speech used in these lines. 

 

Contd. 

 



[2] 

But after the airport s  

security check, standing a few yards 

away, I looked again at her, wan, pale 

as a late winter s moon.” 

 

(i) Write the name of the poem and the poet. 

(ii) Where was the poet going? 

(iii) Who is her  in the above lines? 

(iv) What does the poet compare her mother s face and why? 

 

4. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words each. 

a. How is Mukesh s attitude to his situation different from that of his family? 

b. How did the Tiger King react on killing the hundredth tiger? 

c. What was the reason for Tiger King s sudden decision to marry? 

d. What surprised Franz in the class that day? 

e. Describe the term scrounging for gold  with reference to Lost Spring . 

 

5.  Answer the following questions in 120-150 words. 

a. After reading The last Lesson , can you say what qualities an ideal teacher should have? 

What values did M Hamel possess that every teacher should be endowed with? What 

quality did the villagers have which is required by all? 

b. The story Lost Spring  is one of the most poignant examples of child labor. Comment. 

 

 

Things to do: 

 Read first ten chapters of Silas Marner. 

 Solve at least five passages from Reading Section of any Practice Paper.   

 

 

N.B. Prepare a separate notebook for this assignment of English. 

 

 

 

Happy Vacation!!! 
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1. Find the matrix A such that    2   -1            A =    -1    -8    -10 

                                                             1    0                       1     -2     -5 

                                                           -3     4                       9     22     15     

 

 

 

2. Find the value of x if                     1     3      2                 1 

                                              1. x 1        2     5     1                  2       =0 

                                                             15     3     2                  x     

 

3. Using elementary row transformation find the inverse 

 

       (i)   1       2         3                (ii)    -1     1       2      

               2        5        7                             1    2       3 

              -2      4        -5                             3    1      1        

 

 

4. Prove that 

 

(a) 

                         

b+c             c+a                a+b    

 c+a            a+b               b+c 

a+b             b+c                c+a 

 

               

      =2(a+b+c)(ab+bc+ca-a2-b2-c2) 

(b) 

                         

 a2                bc              c2+ac   

 a2+ab          b2               ac 

ab             b2+bc              c2 

 

               

      =4a2b2c2 

 

 (c ) 

                         

x            x2                1+px3 

 y           y2                 1+py3              

z            z2                            1+PZ3 

 

               

      =(1+pxyz)(x-y)(y-z)(z-x) 

 

 

 



 

(d)Prove that 

                         

a2 +1              ab               ac 

ab                   b2+1             bc 

ca                   cb                  c2+1 

               

      =1+a2+b2+c2 

 

 

 

(e) 

                         

b+c             c+a                a+b    

 q+r            r+p               p+q 

y+z             z+x               x+y 

 

 

               

             =2  

 

 

 

 

(5) Solve each of the following system of equation using matrix method. 

  

(a)  

         x +2y +z =4 

         -x +y+ z=0 

         x -3y +z=4 

 

(b)  4x +3y +2z=60 

        X+2y +3z =45 

      6x+2y+3z=70 

 

(c)  2/x-3y+3/z=10 

       1/x+1/y+1/z=10 

       3/x-1/y+2/z=13 

 

6.  let N be the set of all natural number and let R  

      be a relation on N X N defined by 

     (a,b) R (c,d)    → ad=bc 

 

Show that R is an equivalence relation 

 

7. Let f:R→R:f(x)+10x+7.Find the function  

       g:R→ R Such that gof=fog=IR 

 

8.  Let  f:N →Y :f(x) =4x2 +12x  +15 and Y= range(f) 

   Show that f is invertible and find f-1 

 

9. Show that the operation * on Z defined by  

     a*b =a+b+1  for all a, c € z 

 

Verify    (i) The closure property 

a               b               c 

p              q                r 

x                y              z 



                 (ii) The associative law 

                 (iii) Commutative law 

                 (iv)   Find the identity element in Z. 

                 (v) What is the inverse of an element    a € z 

10. Show that f: N →N, defined by  

  

                  

 F(n)=    n+1/2   if n is odd 

                n/2         if n is even    

 

 is many one into function 
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1. What do you mean by Networking? 

2.  What do you mean by DNS? Explain 

3.  What is snooping? 

4.  Explain the term topology and its all types. 

5. What do you mean by guided and unguided media ? 

6. What is Firewall ? Explain 

7. Explain the role of the following  network devices 

(i) Modem (ii) Switch (iii) Bridge  (iv) Hub  (v) Router   

8.  Name the character set supported by java. 

9  .What do you meant by Token? Name the Tokens available in java. 

10. What are keywords? Can keywords be used as identifiers? 

11. What is an identifier? What is the identifier forming rule of java? 

12. Is Java case sensitive? What is meant by the term case sensitive ? 

13. Which of the following are valid identifiers and why/why not? 

       Data_rec, _data, 1 data, data 1, my file, asm, switch, goto, break 

14. What are literals? How many types of integer literals are available in java? 

15.  What is an integer constant? Write integer forming rule of java. 

16.  How many types of integer constants are allowed in java: How are they written? 

17.  What kind of program elements are the following: 13 a , 4.38925,”a”, main ()? 

18. What kind of constants are the following :14,011,0X2A,17,014,0XBC1? 

19. What is a character constant in java ? How are non-graphic characters represented in   

java? 

20. What is UNICODE?     

21. What is the difference between Mac address and IP address     

22. Name the two types of operator and their uses       

23.What do you mean by Client/Server?        

24.What is the role of peer to peer in term of networking?    

25.What do you mean by IDE? Explain    

26.What do you mean by data types in java? Explain with its capacity?   

27.What do you mean by type casting? Explain its type.     

28.Write a program in java Netbeans that accepts  a Number and checks whether it is 

palindrome or not through  Jdialog.        

29. Write a program in java Netbeans that accepts a number and checks whether it is 

Armstrong or not. 

30. Write a program in java Netbeans to produce the Fibonacci series from 0 to n numbers.       

31. Write a program in java Netbeans to input a number and check whether it is prime or not.
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1. Explain the following terms with suitable examples: 

(i) Schottky defect 

(ii) Frenkel defect 

(iii)Interstitials 

(iv) F-centres 

2. An element with density 2.8gm cm
-3

 forms a fcc unit cell with edge length of 4x10
-8

 cm. Calculate the 

molar mass of element. 

3. Which point defect of its crystal decreases the density of a solid? 

4. Iron forms a bcc unit cell with a cell edge of 286.65 pm. The density of iron is 7.87 g cm
-3

.Use the 

information to calculate Avogadra’s number (At. Mass of iron_56amu). 

5. Calculate the packing efficiency of a metal cystal for a: 

(a)Simplie cubic unit cell 

(b)Face centtred cubic lattice 

 (C) Body centred cubic lattice 

6. Name the type of crystal defect which is produced when NaCl crystal crystal is doped with MgCl2. 

7. Why does LiCl acquire pink colour when heated in Li vapours? 

8.X-ray diffraction studies show that copper crystallizer in an fcc unit cell with cell edge of  

3.608 x 10
-8

cm.In a separate experiment ,copper is determined to have a density of 8.92 g/cm
3
, calculate 

the atomic mass of the copper. 

9 How can you determine the atomic mass of an unknow metal if you know its density and the 

dimension of its unit cell?Explain. 

10.Write a disting distinguishing feature each of: 

(a)Metallic solids 

(b)Ionic Solids 

(c) Molecular solids 

(d) Covalent Solids 

12. Sliver crystallies in fcc lattice.if the edge length of its unit cell is 4.07x10
-8

cm and density of the 

crystal is 10.5g cm
-3

,calculate the number of atoms of silver in 208 gm of it.(NA=6.022x 1023mol-1). 



13.How do metallic and ionic solids differ in conducting? 

14.How may the conductivity of an Inrtrinsicsemicionductor be increased? 

15.Define the following in relation to crystalline solids: 

(a) Unit cell 

(b)Co-ordination number 

© Ferrimagnetism 

(d)Antiferromagnetism 

16.What type of interaction hold the molecules together in a polar molecular  solid? 

17.The density of copper metal isc 8.95g cm
-3

 .if the radius of copper atom is 127.8pm ,is the copper unit 

cell simple cubic ,bcc or fcc? 

18.What type of semiconductor is obtained when silicon is doped with arsenic? 

19.On the basis of band theory ,distinguish: 

(a)Semiconductor and insulators 

(b) Conductors and Semiconductors 

20.Explain octahedral and tetrahedral voids in crystalline Solids. 

21.NaCl is doped with 10
-4

 mole percent SrCl2.Calculate the number of catonic vacancies in NaCl. 

22.Explain  

(a) F-Centres (b) Schottky defect (c) Impurity defects 

23What is the distance between Na
+
 and Cl

-
 ions in in NaCl crystal if its density is 2.165 g cm 

-3
 (Atomic 

mass of Na+ 23 u,Cl =35.5 u,Avogadro,s Number=6.023x10
23

) 

24.Explain: 

(a)NaCl  imparts, golden yellow colouration on heating in an atmosphere of sodium vapour. 

(b) Addition of a cation of higher valiancy as impurity introduction cationic vacancy defect in ionic solids. 

25.In the mineral spinel ,MgAl2O4,oxide are arranged at ccp,Mg
2+

 ions are in tetrahedral void and  

Al
3+

 ions in Octahedral voids. 

(a) What percent of tetrahedral voids occupied by Mg
2+ 

 ? 

(b)What percent of octahedral voids occupied by Al
3+ 

 ? 

26. Analysis shows that iron oxide exist in nature in the form of  Fe0.94 O1.00. Then find the percentage of 

Fe
2+

 and Fe
3+

 in the given sample. 

27. If the radius of Octahedral void is r and the radius of the atoms in close Packing is R ,derive a relation 

between r and R. 

28. Calculate the total number of voids in 0.5 mole of a solid. How many of them are Tetrahedral voids? 
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1.state gauss law and Derive the formula for the electric field due to. 

(a) Line charge 

(b) Surface charge (plane sheet of charge) 

(c) charge spherical shell. 

2.Derive the formula of Electric field due to an Electric dipole 

(a) At Arial line. 

(b) At equatorial line 

3.What is the polarization and polarizing density 

4.Obtain the formula of capacitance of the ll plat  capacitor 

(a) without dielectric 

(b)With dielectric 

(5)Derive the expression for the energy stored inside a capacitor and also the formula energy density of 

the conductor. 
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1. What are clones? 

2. Why are a sexually reproducing organism called as cloves?  

3. Why is water hyacinth called as Terror of Bengal ? 

4. What are Gemmulas? Where are they formed? 

5. Draw labeled diagram of an ovule. 

6. What are the steps of Microsporogeuesis? 

7. How does embryogenesis take place in dicot plants. 

8. Why are seeds important for flowing plants?  

9. How are polar banks important? 

10. What are steps of spermatogenesis? 

11. Draw labeled diagram of T.S. of ovary &Testis. 

12. What are important steps of or genesis? 

13. How and when does the fertilization take place? 

14. What is the difference between  Spermaiogenesis & Spermiation? 

15.What is Menopause & Monarchy in Primates? 

16.What is Apomixes? How is it Significant? 

 

 

 


